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Life is one big challenge: dare to dussk!
Campaign model ditta dussk brings intriguing
curtain collection literally to life
Whoever claims that curtain designs don’t amount to much, obviously
has not yet seen the new ‘Dussk’-collection. Forget the stereotype
collage of interior images; enter Ditta Dussk. This mysterious character
– which is the basis for the whole campaign – perfectly embodies what
the collection stands for: ‘sensual’, ‘stylish’ and ‘intriguing’. Thanks to
the 4 Dussk sub collections (Lacy Lux, Forestrial Sketch, Bohemian
Bravery and Jungle Jitters) the daredevils among the interior decorators now have plenty of material to work with.
Dussk may be a fairly new name in the interior world, but the collections are entirely designed in Belgium and developed by a team with
years of experience in the sector. The collections perfectly
answer consumers’ needs that are looking for something new and
fresh, but with a clear, distinctive identity and elegance.
That own identity not only can be found in the designs, but also in the
way Dussk is presented. The ‘Dare to Dussk’ – launch campaign can
undoubtedly be called unconventional and daring. Forget the stereotype interior images, but enter into the intriguing life of Ditta Dussk.
She lives with a clear mantra in mind – “life is one big challenge” – and
this is also reflected in the way she lives.
“Ditta has turned her house into a cocoon with a unique touch, where
she can come to ease”, “However, Ditta also wants to have a strong
identity and therefore chooses to have a remarkable tattoo. “Ditta is
a musical night clubber who throws a concert from time to time”, …
These are all unique moments in the exciting life of Ditta and each
of these moments also breathes a certain atmosphere, which can be
found in the 4 different sub collections.
4 collections, 1 story
Dussk consists out of 4 sub collections, each one with its own colours,
graphic patterns and high-value qualities, but they clearly belong to
the same family. Each sub collection has plenty of variation in the
fabrics and patterns, allowing people to decorate an entire house –
from the living to the bedroom – in one particular theme.
The collection even has its own Dussk colour – reminding of cerulean
blue – which can be found as a recurrent theme in all 4 sub collections.
But the character Ditta is the true leitmotiv throughout the whole
launch campaign.

The Lacy Lux-sub collection is sometimes called the most feminine
one, because of the delicate and refined feeling. The light colours and
pastel shades, which run in perfect harmony, breathe unity and the
use of linen and shimmering and transparent fabrics give the collection a natural touch. In this collection you can find uni, faux uni and
jacquard patterns.
Forestrial Sketch on the contrary has a far more earthy and warmer
feeling. The patterns are sketched, the harder and sharper lines are
clearly visible and the designs (birds, branches, leaves, …) evoke
forestry images. In terms of colour patterns this collection represents
earthy shades. The fabrics are more woolly, coarse and heavier and
they all have a certain structure in it. Often these fabrics also tell an
extra story: if you take a closer look you will discover an extra detail or
colour shade.
In the Bohemian Bravery collection the graphic patterns immediately stand out. They are ethnically inspired and the ikat weaving
technique gives the fabrics a washed or wiped look. The materials
used are somewhat heavier and warm in colours. It is clear that the
Navajos have been a source of inspiration. With designs of masks and
patterns referring to Indian carpets, there is a significant influence of
the southern American continent.
The most daring sub collection is probably Jungle Jitters, which
stands out because of its many bright colours. The dreamy patterns
(butterflies, birds) and the use of spangles give the collection an extra
dimension. Moreover, the used patterns are not purely repetitive; from
time to time there is a little surprise…
Curious to find out how the life of Ditta – and hence also the Dussk
collections – evolve in the future? Then keep an eye on www.dussk.be.
One thing is for sure: life is one big challenge!
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